March 15th – 16th
Magnolia Creek MGA
presents

2019 Bluegrass Scramble
Format: 4 person A,B,C,D teams. ALL players will tee off from their respective tees. The team
will then choose the best TWO drives. The team will then choose how to “Split” the team into
two twosomes of their choosing. It can be any combination of the group. The two twosomes
then scramble the rest of the way in. The team will combine the two GROSS ball scores to come
up with the team score on each hole. Please only record the combined scores onto the
scorecard. You may move your ball inside of one club length everywhere except on the green.
Tees: “A & B” Players: GOLD Tees; “D” Players: WHITE Tees

Any player whose age plus index is 70.0 or higher may play the white tees if he has
declared it with the committee.
Course Rotation:

Saturday: Ireland (1-9) – England (10-18)
Sunday: England (1-9) – Scotland (10-18)

Rules: The 14 club rule is in effect. All putts must be holed.
Ground under repair: Includes active fire ant mounds, flower beds, earth cracks, newly sodded
areas, and sunken irrigation lines in the fairway only.
Out of bounds: Defined by white stakes, use the inside edge at ground level to define boundary.
Left of #4 England cart path will be OB. The boundary line will be the inside edge of the Cart
Path will be OB ending at the #5 England Hole sign. If the whole ball comes to rest on Eng #5
cart path the ball is out of bounds.
In absence of stakes use the inside of all street curbs and property fence railing.
Suspension of Play: If inclement weather moves in, we will sound 1 long blast. Seek shelter
immediately. Play will resume with 3 short blasts. If any round of the tournament is rained
out, the tournament will be shortened by that round. If both rounds are rained out, the MGA
board will make the decision to cancel or reschedule.
Tie Breakers: Ties for FIRST place only will result in a sudden death playoff. All other ties will
be broken using the USGA recommended system of back 9, back 6, back 3. If a tie still exists,
we will go #18 backwards until a winner is determined.
–Local Rules: The “Gunch” will be played through the green

If a ball comes to rest in a hazard, the first player must play the ball as it lies. The
second player may place within the hazard no closer to the hole. The second player
may rake before placing in a bunker.

